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Abstract. This paper describes lightning characteristics as
obtained in four sets of lightning measurements during recent field campaigns in different parts of the world from
mid-latitudes to the tropics by the novel VLF/LF (very
low frequency/low frequency) lightning detection network
(LINET). The paper gives a general overview on the approach, and a synopsis of the statistical results for the
observation periods as a whole and for one special day
in each region. The focus is on the characteristics of
lightning which can specifically be observed by this system like intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground stroke statistics,
vertical distributions of intra-cloud strokes or peak current distributions. Some conclusions regarding lightning
produced NOx are also presented as this was one of the
aims of the tropical field campaigns TROCCINOX (Tropical Convection, Cirrus and Nitrogen Oxides Experiment) and
TroCCiBras (Tropical Convection and Cirrus Experiment
Brazil) in Brazil during January/February 2005, SCOUTO3 (Stratospheric-Climate Links with Emphasis on the Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere) and TWP-ICE
(Tropical Warm Pool-International Cloud Experiment) during November/December 2005 and January/February 2006,
respectively, in the Darwin area in N-Australia, and of
AMMA (African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses) in
W-Africa during June–November 2006.
Correspondence to: H. Höller
(hartmut.hoeller@dlr.de)

Regional and temporal characteristics of lightning are
found to be dependent on orographic effects (e.g. SGermany, Brazil, Benin), land-sea breeze circulations (NAustralia) and especially the evolution of the monsoons
(Benin, N-Australia). Large intra-seasonal variability in
lightning occurrence was found for the Australian monsoon
between the strong convection during build-up and break
phases and the weak active monsoon phase with only minor
lightning activity. Total daily lightning stroke rates can be of
comparable intensity in all regions with the heaviest events
found in Germany and N-Australia. The frequency of occurrence of such days was by far the largest in N-Australia. In
accordance with radar observed storm structures, the intracloud stroke mean emission heights were found distinctly
different in Germany (8 km) as compared to the tropics (up
to 12 km in N-Australia). The fraction of intra-cloud strokes
(compared to all strokes) was found to be relatively high in
Brazil and Australia (0.83 and 0.82, respectively) as compared to Benin and Germany (0.64 and 0.69, respectively).
Using stroke peak currents and vertical location information, lightning NOx (LNOx ) production under defined
standard conditions can be compared for the different areas of observation. LNOx production per standard stroke
was found to be most efficient for the N-Australian and SGerman thunderstorms whereas the yield from Brazilian and
W-African strokes was nearly 40% less. On the other hand,
the main NO contribution in Brazil was from intra-cloud (IC)
strokes whereas in Benin it was due to cloud-to-ground (CG)
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components. For the German and Australian strokes both
stroke types contributed similar amounts to the total NO outcome.

1

Introduction

In recent years lightning has come into the focus of scientific interest not only because it is one form of severe
weather associated with thunderstorms but also because of
its role in atmospheric chemistry. Lightning is an important natural source of nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2 )
which is present throughout the troposphere. NOx concentration determines the ozone destruction and production rates
(Crutzen, 1970) and directly influences the oxidation capacity of the atmosphere (WMO, 1995). But the global source
strength of the lightning NOx (LNOx ) source is still rather
uncertain even though much progress has been made during
the last years. In a recent review Schumann and Huntrieser
(2007) report the global annual nitrogen source from lightning in the range 5±3 Tg (N) a−1 as the best estimate, mainly
based on model fits to observational data. In the model approach as well as in the extrapolation methods based on flash
parameters (e.g. Lawrence et al., 1995) the knowledge of
these flash properties and their significance for NOx production is still poor. This includes the occurrence and LNOx productivity (specific and length-induced) of the different flash
types (cloud-to-ground CG or intra-cloud IC) and components (leaders, return strokes, continuous currents etc.) in
different regions of the world.
Knowledge on the global distribution of lightning has been
increased a lot due to space-borne measurements. During
a 5-year period from 1995 to 2000 optical observations of
lightning were performed by the Optical Transient Detector
(OTD) revealing the global average and the regional distribution of lightning (Christian et al., 2003). It was found that
the average global flash rate amounts to 44±5 flashes per
second. This includes both, intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground
flashes which cannot be discriminated by the sensor. Land to
ocean differences in flash occurrence are very pronounced.
The mean annual land to ocean flash ratio is 10:1. Nearly
80% of the annual lightning occurs in the wider tropical regions between 30◦ S and 30◦ N. On the other hand, Northern
Hemisphere continental summer convection, especially over
N-America, contributes a significant part to the global flash
rate.
The above mentioned regions of generally enhanced lightning occurrence have been target areas in international field
experiments focusing on lightning-produced NOx . During
June and July 1996 the Stratospheric-Tropospheric Experiment: Radiation, Aerosols, and Ozone (STERAO) convective field study was conducted in north-eastern Colorado
(Dye et al., 2000). Lightning was measured by the ONERA
three-dimensional (3-D) lightning interferometer and the NaAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

tional Lightning Detection Network (NLDN). Results from a
case study indicate that intra-cloud lightning can play a dominant role in NOx production.
Extensive NOx measurements in thunderstorms have been
performed in central Europe during the DLR-experiment
LINOX (Lightning produced NOx ) in July 1996 (Höller et
al., 1999; Huntrieser et al., 1998) and the European Commission sponsored EULINOX (European Lightning Nitrogen
Oxides Project) field campaign during July 1998 (Höller and
Schumann, 2000; Huntrieser et al., 2002). During both campaigns lightning measurements from the Siemens-LPATS
(Lightning Positioning and Tracking System) network were
available. Additionally, during EULINOX the ONERA interferometer did provide data on VHF emissions from lightning.
From LINOX and EULINOX airborne chemical measurements during aircraft penetrations of thunderstorm anvils it
was found that the fraction of LNOx to total anvil NOx
(ground emissions being a major NOx source) increases with
thunderstorm size and could contribute up to 80% (LINOX)
or 70% on average during EULINOX in the observed storms.
EULINOX lightning measurements gave indication that IC
flashes might be efficient NOx producers.
In the tropics of northern Australia lightning-produced
NOx was investigated within the framework of the ‘Biomass
Burning and Lightning Experiment – Phase C (BIBLE-C)
airborne campaign during December 2000 (Koike et al.,
2007). Plumes of upper tropospheric NOx were measured
and their origin could be related to lightning observations
from the Australian GPATS (Global Positioning and Tracking System) network. Due to the small number of lightning
sensors and the far distance of the airborne measurements
from the sensors, large uncertainties were still present in the
assessment of lightning characteristics and LNOx production
rates.
The EU-funded TROCCINOX (Tropical Convection, Cirrus and Nitrogen Oxides Experiment) campaign
was performed during the two rainy seasons of January/February/March 2004 and January/February 2005 in
the state of São Paulo/Brazil (Schumann and Huntrieser,
2007 and see the special issue on TROCCINOX in this
journal). A comparison of airborne chemical measurements,
spaceborne observations from the OTD (Optical Transient
Detector) and LIS (Lightning Imaging Sensor) lightning
record statistics (Christian et al., 2003; Mach et al., 2007),
and LINET lightning detection during the second field
campaign in 2005 revealed scaling factors relating the local
lightning observations to the annual global lightning NOx
production rate (Huntrieser et al., 2008) which could be
assessed to amount from 1.6 Tg (N) a−1 for deep convection
of tropical type up to 3.1 Tg (N) a−1 for a sub-tropical
thunderstorm assumed as globally representative storm
prototypes.
SCOUT-O3 (Stratospheric-Climate Links with Emphasis
on the Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere, sponsored by the EC, for general information see http://www.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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ozone-sec.ch.cam.ac.uk/scout o3/) performed a tropical field
campaign out of Darwin/Australia in co-operation with a
NERC funded ACTIVE (Aerosol and chemical transport in
tropical convection) campaign during November/December
2005 during the monsoon build-up phase (Brunner et al.,
2009; Vaughan et al., 2008). Lightning NOx produced by
deep tropical thunderstorms was among the campaign objectives. Convective processes during the established monsoon were investigated during January/February 2006 within
the TWP-ICE project (Tropical Warm Pool - International
Cloud Experiment; May et al., 2008a, b; Frederick and
Schumacher, 2008; for general information see http://www.
bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/research/twpice.htm). Recently, the
AMMA (African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses; Redelsperger et al., 2006; Janicot et al., 2008) special observation period (SOP, May–September 2006) was partly focusing
on lightning NOx produced from convective complexes over
West-Africa. During all three field studies (TROCCINOX,
SCOUT-O3, and AMMA) airborne chemical measurements
were performed by the DLR-Falcon and the Russian Geophysica aircraft.
During recent years a new VLF/LF (very low frequency/low frequency) lightning observation technology has
been developed (Betz et al., 2004) at the University of Munich (LMU). It utilizes magnetic field measurements at easily deployable field stations which are operated as a network.
Time stamps for the observed VLF signals are obtained from
GPS receivers at each station and thus the analysis of stroke
locations can be done by a time of arrival (TOA) method.
Using newly developed hardware and software components,
the system is able to provide not only information of the
horizontal (latitude-longitude) position of the observed lightning events but also of its vertical position. For distances
not exceeding about 120 km from the closest station cloud to
ground (CG) strokes can be discriminated from intra-cloud
(IC) strokes. Presently, an operational network of around 90
sensors covers large parts of Europe (Betz et al., 2008 b).
A 6-station network was operated by DLR during the tropical campaigns mentioned above (see Fig. 1). Moreover, the
network was deployed during June–August 2005 around the
DLR site in Southern Germany thus, additionally to the operational network of LMU, contributing to a very dense local
network.
The detection efficiency of the network depends on the distance of a stroke to the sensors as well as on the internal
detection threshold of each sensor determined by technical
aspects of the sensors as well as by software settings which
were adjusted in order to avoid too many noise sources from
being recorded. It was kept constant for all stations during
all experiments thus ensuring the comparability of the results
from all experiments. For a typical network configuration
used here (a central station and five remote stations at around
100 km radial distance from it) the minimum detectable signal is in the range 1–2 kA. This implies that within the very
inner network area most of the ground flashes are detected
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Fig. 1. LINET deployments during the different field campaigns in
2005 and 2006.

whereas some cloud flashes might even have lower amplitudes and thus will not be recorded. This sensitivity decreases gradually with distance of a stroke location from the
network center resulting in a typical detection threshold of
10 kA in a radial distance of around 300 km.
The charge transfer in a thunderstorm is accomplished by
many processes like leaders, strokes or continuous currents.
LINET measures the VLF/LF emissions of impulsive stroke
processes happening within the clouds or making connection to the ground. The VLF/LF events detected by LINET
arise from a discharge process leading to relatively large currents between areas of opposite charge flowing over distances
(larger than a few 100 m) larger than those typically involved
in the stepwise propagations of leader processes. Therefore,
LINET detects a totally different part of a discharge as compared to VHF systems. The VLF/LF events seen by LINET
are thought to arise from return strokes of ground flashes,
from preliminary breakdown processes, from K-processes
(or recoil streamers) occurring during IC-activity of ground
flashes as well as for pure cloud flashes. Another identified
group of VLF/LF emissions in the cloud is represented by
the so called narrow bipolar events (NBE) which is identified as a strong, well defined pulse (see Betz et al., 2008).
As both types of VLF/LF-events (the cloud and the ground
events) are due to stronger currents flowing in relatively long
channels, the term “stroke” is used in the following as synonymous for “VLF/LF event”. In the case of CG strokes one
can assume that the VLF/LF emissions arise from the ground
strike point. For IC strokes we cannot tell at present which
point along a lightning channel corresponds to the VLF/LF
source location in 3-D. As the horizontal field components
of the magnetic field are measured by LINET we expect that
the vertical channel components are responsible for the measured effects.
LINET provides vertical source information for each event
such that IC and CG events are discriminated. One or several VLF/LF sources can be attributed to the complete flash.
A flash may consist of a series of IC and CG events in arbitrary order. If one of those components is of type CG
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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Table 1. The different areas of analysis used in Brazil.
Area

Description

Size

A

Overall area of analysis

6◦ ×6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:
120 km around stations
1.6◦ ×1.6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:

D
I

CG-IC discrimination area
Inner area of analysis

(VLF/LF source at ground level) the flash is called a ground
flash (termed CG for simplicity). In case of a pure succession of IC events the flash is called a cloud flash (termed
IC for simplicity). In this context the definition of a flash is
somewhat arbitrary and may be done by grouping all VLF/LF
events happening within a prescribed time interval and distance from each other (e.g. 1 s and 10 km). But it is not
clear a priori how to fix these parameters and if they apply
to all possible thunderstorm situations. This is one reason
why we prefer to use the original strokes in the context of the
present paper and regard the grouping as an issue to be followed in a separate study which, on the other hand, may be
very useful for improving general understanding of discharge
processes. Another reason is the loss of information when
simply counting flashes instead of the contributing components which give better information of the intensity of the
discharge. The number and strength of these VLF/LF component strokes is some kind of measure of the electric power
of a thunderstorm what is ultimately what we want to know
and to compare for the different regions. Especially when
comparing data from the same measuring system for different regions there is no need to look at flashes as long as we
do not intend to compare to outputs from other lightning detection sensors providing different properties of lighting (like
VHF or optical detection). In the latter case a flash definition
might be helpful as common base for interpretation. Also the
NOx production aspect favours the use of strokes instead of
flashes as each stroke is assumed to contribute separately to
the total NOx production of a flash.
LINET detects and locates an IC stroke in exactly the same
way as it detects and locates CG strokes. In fact, the measured signals are very similar for the two types of strokes.
The polarity depends on the charge distribution, i.e. whether
negative charge is lowered or raised during the discharge
(just as for CG) and not whether the leader charge is positive
or negative. Of course, these arguments hold only for vertical
cloud discharges. It is assumed that there are dominantly vertical discharges. LINET determines the stroke polarity from
the peaks of the observed wave forms. This and the questions
raised before have been discussed in detail in a recent paper
by Betz et al. (2007).

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

−46.0◦ to −52.0◦
−19.0◦ to −25.0◦

−48.3◦ to −49.9◦
−21.4◦ to −23.0◦

Having operated the same kind of lightning detection network in different regions of the world now allows for comparison of the lightning characteristics in these areas based
on the identical ground-based system. The present paper
presents the configuration of the networks in the different
areas from tropical regions to mid-latitudes and provides a
first overview of the different lightning characteristics. Some
implications for lightning NOx production are discussed.
2

2.1

Characteristics of the network deployments and lightning occurrence
The TROCCINOX network in Brazil

During January 2005 a 6-station LINET network was set
up in the state of São Paulo/Brazil. The deployment was
performed in collaboration with a team of IPMet/UNESP
(Instituto de Pesquisas Meteorológicas/Universidade Estadual Paulista) at different locations around the Bauru radar
(see Fig. 2). An optimum spacing of the stations of around
100 km network baseline could be realized. Four of the stations had internet connection, so online control of the measurements was possible. The system was only available during the second TROCCINOX field campaign in Brazil and
was in operation from 21 January till 28 February 2005 thus
covering only the final part of the convective season. The
stations were located at Bauru, Botocatu, Araraquara, Novo
Horizonte, Marilia and Ourinhos. The locations of the stations prescribe an inner analysis area (I) where best data quality can be expected. It was chosen as a box of 1.6×1.6 degree
size for all experimental areas investigated in this study. In
São Paulo state it was located from −48.3◦ to −49.9◦ in longitude and from −21.4◦ to −23.0◦ in latitude (see Table 1).
The TROCCINOX and TroCCiBras aircraft were based at
Araçatuba to the NW of the LINET grid. The flight planning
was such that the LINET and radar area was a target region
for the local thunderstorm flight missions.
Figure 3a shows the sensitivity of the network with regard
to the stroke peak power (amplitude). It is based on all measurements during the observational period and indicates the
areas inside which events of the indicated peak power have
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Fig. 2. LINET deployment during TROCCINOX/TroCCiBras in
January/February 2005 in the State of São Paulo around the IPMet
radar site in Bauru (central station). IC-CG discrimination can be
performed within 120 km radial distance around each station as indicated by the circular segments circumscribing the discrimination
area (D). Data quality is best in the inner analysis square area (I).
IPMet operates another weather radar at Presidente Prudente. The
aircraft were based at Araçatuba.

been measured. Detection of 2 kA strokes is confined to the
“inner” area (I) approximately bounded by the position of
the stations. The patterns are more or less circular shaped
with sensitivity decreasing with range. In the following we
confine the maximum range of analysis (A) to grid boxes
of 6×6 degrees of longitude and latitude for the tropical regions. This corresponds to roughly 660×660 km2 . We note
from Fig. 3a that inside this area stroke amplitudes larger
than 10 kA will be detected by the system when happening
anywhere in the box. Amplitudes smaller than 10 kA are not
detected everywhere in area (A) but their detection efficiency
increases towards the center. Thus a 10 kA lower amplitude
limit is suitable for doing regional statistics of lightning occurrence within the box area (A).
Figure 3b shows a summary of the regional stroke distribution derived from all stroke measurements with amplitudes
larger than 10 kA. For the total period and the large area A
(small inner area I) these are 27% (11%) of all strokes observed. We note a higher lightning occurrence in the eastern
part of São Paulo state which is generally the more elevated
part of the state, with the highest ridges (1200 m) close to
the Atlantic coast. The western part shows less lightning activity with a minimum along the Paraná river basin. A pronounced maximum is present in the São Paulo metropolitan
area. Even if the underlying LINET data base extends only
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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to slightly more than one month, this general pattern is in
qualitative good agreement with the average annual distribution of ground flash occurrence derived from the Brazilian RINDAT network for the period 1999–2004 (Pinto et al.,
2007). Pinto et al. (2007) state that lightning characteristics
is determined by orography, urban heat island and land-sea
breeze effects especially when interacting with cold fronts.
The effects on lightning have been clearly demonstrated by
Naccarato at al. (2003) for the urban area of São Paulo. An
increase of CG flash rate of 60–100 % over the surrounding
region was found.
The summertime convective activity in Brazil is generally characterized by the South American Monsoon System (SAMS) whose major components are the extended area
of deep convection over the Amazon basin and the South
Atlantic convergence zone (SACZ) which is an elongated
convective band typically originating in the Amazon basin,
extending toward southeast Brazil and protruding into the
south-eastern subtropical Atlantic Ocean (Carvalho et al.,
2004; Jones and Carvalho, 2002). The SE of Brazil, and
in the context of the present paper, the state of São Paulo is
not only prone to the varying activity of the SACZ but, due
to its southern geographical location, also to its interaction
with Rossby waves (Liebmann et al., 1999). These waves
pass over the region with their associated cold fronts replacing the humid tropical air mass originating from the Amazon
region by a cooler and dryer sub-tropical air mass from the
south.
These variations are reflected by the variation of the lightning characteristics in the total experimental period is shown
in Fig. 4. CG and IC signals can only be discriminated within
the closer observation area of the network (discrimination
area). This area is defined by a distance between the stroke
location and the closest station of the network not exceeding
120 km. Strokes outside of this area can only be located in
2-D, i.e. no height information can be inferred here. Thus the
total number of strokes in the overall region (6×6 degrees) is
larger than just the sum of the CG and IC numbers. For all
CG and IC studies presented in the following, data analysis
is further confined to the respective inner area (I) as the data
quality is highest there. Thus, in Fig. 4 (as well as also in the
time series plots for the other experimental areas) the CG and
IC data show gaps for no-lightning days in the inner area. On
the other hand, the time series plots include days where less
than six stations were active, provided that the results were
still reasonable. This is the case as long as the lightning activity is observed within the high-sensitivity part of the inner
area in case of only 4 or 5 station operations. The number
and the configuration of the active stations of the network
is determining the pattern of sensitivity leading to a nonhomogeneous detection efficiency. A more careful data reduction has to be performed especially in case of stroke peak
current analysis as will be presented in Sect. 3.2. Thus the
highest data quality is obtained within the inner area in case
of the complete network being operative with all 6 stations
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Detection area for strokes smaller than the indicated amplitude values and (b) stroke statistics for events exceeding 10 kA in
amplitude from all stroke types during all experimental days from the period 21 January till 28 February 2005 in Brazil.
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Fig. 4. Daily number of strokes during the experimental period in
January and February 05 in Brazil as inferred from LINET measurements. CG and IC strokes from the inner area (I) are shown while
the “ALL” data are observed within the wide box area (A). Red dots
indicate the “core” data set with six stations being operative. 3rd
order polynomial fits show long-term trends.

being active. These days (“core” data set) are indicated at
the bottom of Fig. 4 by the red dots on the IC-fraction graph.
The area of detection for the “ALL” category is defined
by the 6x6 degree grid shown in Fig. 2. Events outside of
this area are not considered here for reasons of comparing
approximately the same area size in each network configuration for the different continents. The total stroke numbers
are shown in Fig. 4 for illustrating periods of activity which
are happening in a larger region around the network and so
indicate some kind of convective activity in the wider region.
From Fig. 4 it is noted that the overall lightning activity
in the total area is subject to an oscillation of about 5–10
days. During 4 pronounced periods high lightning activity
was found within the LINET area. During these periods
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

the daily stroke numbers are well above the average activity which is approximated by a fitting 3rd order polynomial.
There was a general trend of increased activity during the last
phase of the observations. No lightning was observed in the
inner area during periods of generally low activity. The total
mean of the IC fraction, which is defined as the fraction of
IC stroke number NI C of the total stroke number NIC + NCG
FIC = NIC /(NIC + NCG ),

(1)

amounts to 0.83 within the thunderstorm period derived from
the core day events shown in Fig. 4 within the inner area (I).
Thus it reflects the result obtained with maximum possible
detection efficiency, not excluding the weak stroke part of the
spectrum as it was done for the regional distribution shown
in Fig. 3b.
In the following case study results will illustrate typical
examples of lightning development and distribution. On 19
February 2005 the region was located at the southern fringes
of the SACZ and deep convection developing the day before was still present during night and re-developed during
the afternoon. This day was classified as in a transitional
regime between sub-tropical and tropical air mass conditions
by Huntrieser et al. (2008). Upper level winds (200 hPa)
were rather strong due to the subtropical jet present over the
region.
The daily lightning summary is shown in Fig. 5. The
hourly stroke locations of CG, IC and UK (unknown identity) are shown in the horizontal projection while the vertical
sections show projections of the IC heights. One can notice the night-time activity (blue colors) and the convection
developing later during daytime. Distinct cells can be seen
which are not highly organized. Due to the relatively high
wind speeds aloft, the cells can be tracked for up to 2 h moving from SW to NE. The individual cell events can also be
detected in the vertical. Fig. 5 shows all IC events regardless
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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case of a radiation source at height h rather than at the ground
to form the 3-D distance s3-D
q
s3-D = s32-D + h2
(3)

Fig. 5. Evolution of lightning activity measured by LINET on 19
February 2005. Stroke location for all types is shown in the Lat/Lon
panel while the vertical sections show IC strokes only.

of the error in the vertical position. This causes some spread
of the data points especially at cloud top.
The different sources of location errors of the pseudo 3-D
technique used with the LINET system have been discussed
in Betz et al. (2004). Primarily the technique has been targeted at discriminating IC and CG strokes rather than precise
height mapping of IC emission events. On the other hand, the
derived height information is well reflecting the bulk of the
cloud structures as evidently shows up in the comparisons
with the radar structures of storms as shown in the different
examples in the following discussion for each of the experimental areas. Location errors which occasionally might e.g.
lead to an overestimation of emission heights can arise from
(1) statistical distributed GPS time errors, (2) site errors specific to the conditions around each station (like ground conductivity or orography), (3) complex pulse shapes or other
reasons. In the framework of the TOA method used here the
location errors can be expressed in terms of a minimized chisquared fitting procedure (Schmidt, 2007)

X
 2
1
1 N−1
1
2
χ = 2
dti,i+1 −
si,st − si+1,st
(2)
vp
σt N − 1 i = 1
where N is the number of stations recording the same event,
σt is the average GPS time error assumed equal at each of the
stations, dti,j is the time lag of a signal recorded at station
i and station j, vp is the propagation velocity of the signal
and si,st is the distance (assumed as spherical segment on
the earth’s surface s2-D ) between the assumed stroke location
and the ith station. An additional length scale h is added in
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/

which is used in the minimization procedure. The overall error of the complete localization procedure for an individual
stroke can be defined as the semi-major axis of the 50% confidence ellipse around the optimum location found from the
χ 2 minimization. Examples of the horizontal and vertical
measurement errors will be discussed along with the radar
comparisons, e.g. Fig. 7.
The two thunderstorm periods are clearly to be seen from
the time series shown in Fig. 6. The most intense peak intensifies at about 17:00 UTC when IC stroke numbers increase
rapidly. The distribution of the ground strokes changes more
smoothly with time but reflects the same thunderstorm events
as do the IC strokes. The IC-fraction ranges most of the time
around 0.9 thus indicating the dominant role of the IC events
accounting for at least 90% of all strokes. This fraction might
even be higher due to weaker IC-events undetected by the
network due to sensitivity reasons. The fraction found is
typical for all the data from the Brazilian storms (average
FIC of 0.83) obtained during this study and is reflected in the
overview shown in Fig. 4. In this specific case of 19 February 2005, there is not much difference between the stroke
characteristics in the total discrimination area (D) (as used in
Figs. 5 and 6) and the inner area (I), except for total numbers due to the storm position. This is mainly due to the fact
that all 6 stations were operative the whole day long and no
recording gaps affect the computation of the stroke locations
and the data analysis.
The LINET system was covering a region around the
Bauru Doppler radar operated by IPMet/UNESP. The radar
performed volume scans every 7.5 min. During TROCCINOX/TroCCiBras in 2004 and 2005 the radar data were used
for thunderstorm nowcasting and guidance for the airborne
operations. As in all the regions under investigation, the
LINET system was deployed around a radar site as radar information is essential for relating lightning and precipitation
characteristics of convective storms. In the present study we
focus on the lightning alone but present some examples of
where lightning typically happens in relation to the radar detected precipitation. As an example for the Brazilian convection we present a case study from 4 February 2005 which
was the “Golden Day” of the TROCCINOX-2 campaign due
to a good coverage by coordinated measurements of all experimental systems, including airborne measurements within
the radar area. Some description of this case has already been
given in Huntrieser et al. (2008).
Figure 7 shows the radar – lightning comparison in a horizontal section at 6 km height and a vertical N-S section taken
20 km west of the radar. We note only relatively few ground
strokes in all the cells active at that time, about 90% of
all strokes are IC-strokes (FIC = 0.88). This illustrates the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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Fig. 6. (a) Time series of IC and CG stroke number per minute and IC/Total stroke fraction on 19 February 2005 in the discrimination area
(D) as shown in Fig. 2. (b) Vertical distribution of stroke numbers for the same events as in (a).
Table 2. The different areas of analysis used in N-Australia.
Area

Description

Size

A

Overall area of analysis

6◦ ×6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:
120 km around stations
1.6◦ ×1.6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:

D
I

CG-IC discrimination area
Inner area of analysis

general characteristics of a large fraction of IC strokes found
for the Brazilian storms. The stroke positions correlate well
with precipitation structure, especially the IC positions are
all detected within the main precipitation core of moderate
radar reflectivity aloft. This is in agreement with the riming
graupel – ice particle collision non-inductive charging mechanism. The high reflectivity region is mostly located below
6–7 km and thus below the center of the IC-stroke activity.
The cell shown in the vertical section is one of the most intense ones and extends up to 18–19 km in height.
For each stroke location error bars indicate the accuracy
of the location procedure as described above from the χ 2
minimization in Eqs. (1) and (2). The ground stroke position errors are very small, the mean value amounts to 40 m
for the data points shown in Fig. 7. Thus the size of the error bars is smaller than the size of the plotting symbols so it
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

128.0◦ to 134.0◦
−9.0◦ to −15.0◦

130.3◦ to 131.9◦
−11.5◦ to −13.1◦

cannot be indicated. The positions of the intra-cloud strokes
are somewhat more erroneous. The mean horizontal error is
around 350 m whereas the mean vertical error is 2.6 km. But,
as the error bars do not exceed the radar observed cloud top
in the specific case shown here, all IC-sources originate from
within the cloud. In general, the largest errors are connected
to the vertical position determination.
As can be seen from Fig. 5 there are IC stroke locations
above the maximum radar observed cloud top heights. Due
to the relatively large errors in vertical position most of these
sources are likely to arise from within the cloud. On the other
hand, some of those very high strokes could indeed extend
out of the cloud top into the stratosphere as gigantic jets or
developing channels towards the ground outside the cloud
as “bolt-from-the-blue” (BFB) like recently demonstrated by
Krehbiel et al. (2008). As shown by Pasko et al. (2002),
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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(a)

Fig. 8. LINET deployment during SCOUT-O3/TWP-ICE during
November 2005–February 2006 in the Darwin area, Northern Territory (Australia). IC-CG discrimination can be performed within
120 km radial distance around each station. Data quality is best in
the inner analysis area (square).

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Horizontal (6 km AGL, top panel) and (b) vertical section
(49.22◦ longitude, 20 km west of radar site, bottom panel) of Bauru
radar reflectivity through major storm cell on 4 February 2005 at
20:50 UTC and position of IC (red) and CG (green) strokes during
a 4 min time interval around the radar scans (strokes in the vertical
section from a 4 km wide slice). Horizontal and vertical error bars
for each stroke location are indicated.

gigantic jets can be accompanied by impulsive re-brightening
and VLF emissions.
2.2

The SCOUT-O3/TWP-ICE network in the Darwin
area/Australia

During the period 12 November 2005–15 February 2006 the
LINET system was operated in the Darwin area in the Northern Territory of Australia. The network was set up in a collaborative effort of DLR and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology at different sites around Darwin. The CPOL radar
was located at Gunn Point NW of Darwin, thus providing
polarimetric radar observations of thunderstorms from the
inner LINET area. The LINET stations were located at Darwin, Point Stuart, Cape Don, Pirlangimpi, Dundee Beach and
Mount Bundy (see Fig. 8). Some of these sites (Pirlangimpi
and Cape Don) were rather remote from Darwin and only
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/

accessible by plane. Most of the locations were shared with
the TWP-ICE radio-sounding network as described by May
et al. (2008b). The aircraft were based at Darwin airport.
Three major campaigns were performed during the period
November 2005 through February 2006. The EU sponsored
SCOUT-O3 campaign deployed 2 research aircraft to Northern Australia which operated out of Darwin: the Russian high
altitude aircraft Geophysica and the DLR Falcon (Brunner
et al., 2009; Vaughan et al., 2008). In January and February 2006 the Australian/US sponsored campaign TWP-ICE
(Tropical Warm Pool-International Cloud Experiment) took
place in the same region (May et al., 2008a, b; Frederick
and Schumacher, 2008). The two NERC funded ACTIVE
(Aerosol and chemical transport in tropical convection) campaigns (November 2005–February 2006) were addressing the
composition of the upper tropical troposphere (Vaughan et
al., 2008).
As for the other regions the different areas of analysis are
shown in Table 2. The inner region (I) is nearly coincident
with the 2 kA detection limit shown in Fig. 9a. Due to the
network geometry the detection efficiencies are similar to
those in the other regions of this study.
Figure 9b shows the regional stroke distribution (strokes
>10 kA) obtained from all measurements. One can clearly
identify that the maximum lightning activity is concentrated
along the coast line and over the Tiwi islands. The decrease
in activity is most pronounced towards the oceanic regions of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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Fig. 9. (a) Detection area for strokes smaller than the indicated amplitude values and (b) stroke statistics for events exceeding 10 kA in peak
current amplitude from all stroke types during all experimental days from the period 12 November 2005 till 15 February 2006 in the Darwin
area.
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Fig. 10. (a) Daily number of strokes during the experimental period from November 2005 to February 2006 in the Darwin area as
inferred from LINET measurements. CG and IC strokes from the
inner area (I) are shown while the “ALL” data are observed within
the wide box area (A). 3rd order polynomial fits show long-term
trends. Red dots indicate the “core” data set as selected for detailed
analysis with six stations being operative. (b) W-E zonal (u) wind
component at 700 hPa derived from the regular daily Darwin soundings at 00:00 and 12:00 UTC and daily stroke numbers in overall
area A as in (a) approximated by 4th order gliding average.
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the Arafura Sea in the north and the Timor Sea in the northwest. The decrease over land towards the south-east of the
area is less pronounced. This general behavior is in qualitative good agreement with the lightning maps from Kuleshov
et al. (2002, 2006) for the Australian continent (not considering the oceanic parts) derived from ground based flash counters and satellite data and also with the OTD and LIS satellite
based lightning statistics (Christian et al., 2003). A comprehensive study of the convective systems around Darwin performed by Keenan and Carbone (1992) states that sea and
land breezes are important as initiation mechanisms for deep
convection in all the different flow regimes observed.
An overview of the measurements taken from 12 November 2005 till 15 February 2006 is presented in Fig. 10. This
period covers a great part of the North-Australian monsoon
season, except for the very first onset and last retreat parts.
Climatologically, the wet season in the area occurs between
approximately October and April (May and Ballinger, 2007).
The build-up phase of the monsoon is characterized by a
relatively weak early phase with only shallow storms developing and a mature phase with deep and heavy convection.
The LINET measurements started during this mature buildup phase characterized by a high lightning intensity. Figure 10b shows a time series of zonal W-E wind component
at 700 hPa derived from the Darwin operational soundings at
00:00 and 12:00 UTC (local time = UTC + 9.5 h). According
to May and Ballinger (2007) this parameter is a good indicator of the pre-monsoon (build-up) and break period flow
regimes of continental influence with easterly (negative u)
winds and the monsoon regime of maritime character with
westerly (positive u) wind components. During the build-up
phase the monsoon trough is located north of Darwin. Due
to the prevailing easterly airflow during the build-up phase
heavy convection can develop during the day, some of regular
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Fig. 11. Evolution of lightning activity in the Darwin area measured
by LINET on 19 November 2005. Stroke locations for all types
are shown in the Lat/Lon panel while the vertical sections show IC
strokes only.

character like “Hector” over the Tiwi islands. An episodic
interruption was the so-called “mini-monsoon” as described
by Allen et al. (2008) which was attributed to the passage
of a Rossby wave from the south so not representing a real
monsoon.
The general trend lines in Fig. 10a as introduced as 3rd
order polynomial fits of the data reflect the long-term overall
picture of the differences of the pre-monsoon/monsoon/break
pattern of high/moderate/high lightning intensity. We will
come back to the trends in stroke number when comparing
the properties of the different regions to each other. The general trends of the stroke rates are associated with a slightly
varying IC-fraction indicating that the intense build-up and
break period (continental) storms exhibit little higher ICfraction than the monsoon period (maritime) storms. On average the IC-fraction is 0.82 as derived from the “core” data
set of the highest quality data where all six stations were operative and appreciable lightning activity was observed in the
inner observation area.
More details of the monsoon cycles are retained in the
comparison shown in Fig. 10b using a 4th order gliding average of the overall lightning data thus demonstrating some
striking inter-relations between lightning and the monsoon
regime. It can be noted that another period of beginning
(suppressed or dry) monsoonal influence occurred from 26
December 2005 till 3 January 2006. Lightning activity was
reduced to a minimum, the few cells observed were rather
weak, did not extend to large heights and were scattered
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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over the area. From 3–12 January 2006 easterly (build-up)
flow conditions were prevailing again accompanied by some
deeper, propagating storms including a squall line on 5 January 2006 which caused the corresponding peaks in lightning activity (Fig. 10a). The period 13–21 January 2006 was
characterized by strong westerly flow components of the active and wet main monsoon phase. This is a period of reduced lightning activity of up to one order of magnitude but
still much more than during the dry spells. There is a strong
oceanic influence on the convection which was not extending that high up as in the build-up and break phases. On
22 and 23 January a short break period is noted with intense cells but on 24 January there was a complete change
to nearly lightning-free conditions of a suppressed monsoon.
Some lightning activity was observed over the ocean in the
far northern part of the observation area (A). These conditions lasted until 5 February and were terminated by another,
longer lasting break period at 6 February. This abrupt change
can clearly be noted in Fig. 10b in both, the wind change to
easterlies and the increasing lightning activity.
The LINET lightning measurements from the Darwin area
offer the opportunity to compare tropical lightning under
both, oceanic and continental conditions. As noted before, the main difference is the up to one order of magnitude lower stroke rate produced by the maritime convection during the active monsoon compared to the continental cases. Especially we note that there is practically no
difference in IC-fraction between the maritime storms from
the active monsoon during 13–21 January (mean RIC = 0.76)
and the continental storms from the other periods. Qualitative similar results for the overall lightning activity in
the Darwin area were reported by Williams et al. (1992)
and Rutledge et al. (1992) from the lightning measurements performed during DUNDEE (Down Under Doppler
and Electricity Experiment) in 1988–1990. During the Maritime Continent Thunderstorm Experiment (MCTEX) during
November–Decemeber 1995 (Keenan et al., 2000) the electrical and microphysical evolution of the Hector convection
was studied in detail (Carey and Rutledge, 2000). The “Hector” system is a regularly occurring storm complex driven by
the sea breeze and thunderstorm outflows over the Tiwi Islands north of Darwin. It was shown that total flash rate and
total ice mass were highly correlated to each other.
As a typical example of the convective activity Fig. 11
shows the diurnal lightning summary for 19 December 2005
during the monsoon build-up phase. The overall structure is
quite patchy and reflects the short life time of the convective
cells. The activity on this day occurred close to the coastline
as well as inland but also a well developed Hector system is
present over the Tiwi islands. We also note a different degree
of intensity (number of strokes) of the cells. The most intense cells (in horizontal and vertical extent) are found over
the Tiwis, close to Darwin and at the coast in the SW of the
observation area.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. (a) Time series of total (IC + CG) and CG stroke number and IC/Total stroke fraction on 19 November 2005 in the discrimination
area (D) as shown in Fig. 8. (b) Vertical distribution of stroke numbers for the same events as in (a).

The IC and CG time series and the corresponding vertical
IC stroke density evolution on 19 November 2005 is shown
in Fig. 12 for the period 00:00–10:00 UTC (09:30–19:30 local time). Several bursts of lightning intensity can be distinguished, the two major events occurring between 03:00 and
05:00 UTC. Note from Fig. 11 that these bursts are made up
by several cells occurring at the same time. The IC fraction
is always high and most of the time larger than 0.8. During the later two bursts it is even close to 1. All the bursts
are also clearly visible in the vertical cross section shown in
Fig. 12b. The first burst at 03:30 UTC is the most intense one
and high IC densities extend through a large height interval
between 7 and 16 km. Activity in the later bursts tends to be
concentrated at the higher levels from 14 to 17 km height.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) Horizontal (8 km AGL) and (b) vertical section (131.1◦
longitude) of C-POL radar reflectivity through major Hector storm
cell on 19 November 2005 at 14:15 UTC and position of IC (red)
and CG (green) strokes with error bars during a 1-min (horizontal
section) and 4 min (vertical section) time interval around the radar
scans (strokes in the vertical section from a 4 km wide slice).

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

An example of the lightning activity within the strong
Hector convection is shown in Fig. 13. The radar reflectivity as measured by the C-POL radar of BMRC located in
Gunn Point (NE of Darwin) at 04:15 UTC shows a complex
of storm cells over the Tiwi islands. Maximum reflectivity was slightly exceeding 60 dBZ and the maximum cloud
top (0 dBZ contour) of the southern and most vigorous cell
was at 21 km height. Lightning was concentrated within the
two major cells which were composed of several updrafts reflected by the cellular structure of radar reflectivity visible in
the horizontal as well in the vertical section (southernmost
cell). Horizontal as well as vertical error bars are also indicated for each of the stroke locations. The horizontal section
contains all strokes measured during the one-minute time interval centered around the radar scan time. The mean errors
in horizontal position of the CG strokes range up to 100 m
(depending on direction) whereas those of the IC components
amount up to 600 m. In the special case shown in Fig. 13 the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Fig. 14. LINET deployment in AMMA during June–November
2006 in the Djougou area in Benin (W-Africa). IC-CG discrimination can be performed for 120 km radial distance around each
station. Data quality is best in the inner analysis area (I).

mean vertical error is around 6 km. Thus vertical errors are
relatively large possibly induced by the position of the storm
relative to the stations but also due to the relatively high emission altitudes. Therefore, in Fig. 13b only those IC strokes
having vertical position errors smaller than 5 km are shown.
These strokes fit well into the “graupel” part of the reflectivity contours with moderate radar reflectivity values thus into
the supposed area in-between the graupel and the ice crystal
part of the cloud. We note that the strokes shown here can
in general be regarded as constituents of more complex discharge processes. But, for the purpose of the present paper,
we will not investigate the fine structure of the grouping of
strokes to flashes any further.
2.3

The AMMA network located in the Djougou area in
Benin/W-Africa

During the rainy season of 2006 LINET participated in
the AMMA (African Monsoon-Multidisciplinary Analysis)
campaign in W-Africa. AMMA is an international project
aiming at improving the understanding of the West African
monsoon (WAM) system (Redelsperger et al., 2006; Janicot
et al., 2008). The AMMA observing program covers daily
to interannual time scales and performed a special observing
period (SOP) during June–September 2006 focusing on wet
monsoon processes. The LINET network was deployed to
the larger Djougou area in Benin and set up in a collaborative
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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effort between DLR and the University of Abomey-Calavi.
The area around Djougou was elected a major mesoscale observing site equipped with a variety of ground based systems
and was also hosting a secondary AMMA operation center.
During the rainy season the French polarimetric radar Ronsard was operated in the same experimental area. The radar
was installed in Kopargo close to Djougou. Thus, similar
to the other configurations, the thunderstorm systems could
be observed simultaneously by radar and lightning detection.
As shown in Fig. 14 the LINET stations were located at
Djougou (central station), Natitingou, Boukombe, Parakou,
Bassila and Bembereke. The first 4 locations had nearly continuous power supply whereas Bassila and Bembereke suffered from regular power cuts during late nighttime and during the morning, thus fortunately during the convectively less
active hours of the day. But anyway, data analysis by TOA
method is possible with at least 4 stations operating simultaneously. On the other hand, an occasional failure of the
central station in Djougou caused additional problems with
the IC/CG discrimination as in this case the mean distance
between stations is rather large.
As for the other regions the different areas of analysis are
shown in Table 3. The inner region (I) is nearly coincident
with the 2 kA detection limit shown in Fig. 15a. Due to the
similar network geometry the detection efficiencies are similar to those in the other regions of this study.
Figure 15b shows the regional statistics derived from all
stroke events with peak currents in excess of 10 kA during
the whole observation period. We note a region of enhanced
lightning occurrence in the NW parts of Benin extending further westward over Togo and eastern parts of Ghana. This
feature is in principle agreement with the OTD and LIS satellite long term observations (Christian et al., 2003; Mach et
al., 2007). A possible reason for this feature is orographic
forcing of thunderstorms in the area of the Togo mountains
and the Atakora mountains in the NW parts of Benin. On the
other hand, the south-eastern parts of Benin are characterized by less lightning activity. This is in agreement with the
long-term precipitation patterns and also the vegetation characteristics in that region known as the “Dahomey gap”. This
is a relatively dry savanna region which interrupts the otherwise zonal West-African rain forest. Vollmert et al. (2003)
explain this feature in terms of cool ocean water at the coast
and a divergence of the low level south-westerly monsoon
flow pattern.
The overall lightning activity was largest at the beginning
of the observation period from end of June to beginning of
July (Fig. 16). The general trend was slightly decreasing
with some variability probably due to easterly wave activity.
But major breaks did not occur until end of October when
the convective season ended and the ITCZ (Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone) retreated towards the south. This shift
of the convective WAM region is well visible in a corresponding shift of the lightning activity, as shown in Fig. 17.
The daily mean latitude and longitude position of all strokes
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. (a) Detection area for strokes smaller than the indicated amplitude values and (b) stroke statistics for events exceeding 10 kA in
amplitude from all stroke types during all experimental days from the period 18 June till 18 November 2006 in Benin. The track of the trend
lines of the daily mean stroke positions from Fig. 17 is shown as evolving during the observation period. Time between tick marks is 10
days.
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Fig. 16. Daily number of strokes during the experimental period from June 2006 to November 2006 in the Benin area as inferred from
LINET measurements. CG and IC strokes from the inner area (I) are shown while the “ALL” data are observed within the wide box area (A).
Red dots indicate the “core” data set as selected for detailed analysis with six stations being operative. 3rd order polynomial fit of the “ALL”
data shows long-term trend.

measured (including those outside of area A) shows a clear
S-N-S movement. This is also indicated by the track of the
mean position in Fig. 15b. Note that due to the decreasing
stroke detection efficiency with increasing distance from the
network center the real position of the mean thunderstorm
activity might be different from the measured activity center
(i.e. extending further north during July/August). At the beginning of the observation period in mid-June the activity is
moving north until during August the northernmost position
is reached. In the beginning of September the activity starts
to retreat towards the south. As the positions shown are simply calculated as a daily mean value and the smoothing is
done based on these daily values, the track is not weighted
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

with the total lightning activity and consequently is not coinciding with the center of all stroke observations. Interestingly, we also note a W-E-W longitudinal shift even though
by far not as pronounced as the latitudinal shift. This feature
is correlated with the overall stroke density pattern which
seems to be connected to orographic forcing along the major mountain ridges in the area.
The IC-CG stroke discrimination is shown in summary in
Fig. 16 for those observation days having activity in the inner
area (I). An additional requirement for getting most reliable
classification data is that the inner station at Djougou was operative. With these reductions of the total data set we derive
the data lines in Fig. 16 showing generally decreasing activity
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Table 3. The different areas of analysis used in Benin.
Area

Description

Size

A

Overall area of analysis

6◦ ×6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:
120 km around stations
1.6◦ ×1.6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:

D
I

Mean Latitude

Mean Longitude

15

CG-IC discrimination area
Inner area of analysis

Trend Mean Latitude

Trend Mean Longitude

AMMA, Mean Latitude, Strokes > 10kA

Latitude (°)
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Fig. 17. Seasonal variation of the daily mean stroke positions derived from all stroke measurements including those outside of area
A. The trend lines are represented by 2nd order polynomial fits of
the data.

Fig. 18. Evolution of lightning activity in the Benin area measured
by LINET on 3 July 2006. Stroke location for all types is shown in
the Lat/Lon panel while the vertical sections show IC strokes only.
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with time as in the case of the larger-scale activity of all type
of strokes from area A. The mean fraction FIC for all stroke
events is 0.64. This is very close to the values found for the
mid-latitude convection in Southern Germany and somewhat
smaller than the Brazilian and Australian values indicating a
larger fraction of CG events. The best quality data was obtained with all six stations operating and appreciable lightning activity within the inner observation area. The days are
marked by the red dots in the IC-fraction time series.
An example of the thunderstorms observed in the region
is shown in Fig. 18. On 3 July 2006 thunderstorms rapidly
developed at around 13:00 UTC within the inner observation
area (see also Fig. 19). A small storm complex formed which
was made up by several cells having life times of 1–3 h. The
cells moved from ESE to WNW and those in the inner area
decayed shortly after 18:00 UTC. Activity was going on outside the inner area. The storms in the south had similar propagation direction as the central cells. The northern storms
were part of a storm complex having slightly different propagation characteristics as it moved from NE to SW. But all
the storms were imbedded in the general easterly flow.
The bulk of the IC sources was located between 6 and
16 km height as shown in Fig. 19. The vertical location accuracy of the network depends on the distance of the stroke
events from the stations leading to a general decrease of accuracy especially outside of the inner area. This leads to a
scatter of the vertical location data to be seen in Fig. 19 which
includes all data points in the overall discrimination area D.
The best possible assessment can be obtained from data in
the inner area (I) as shown in Fig. 19. In addition to the IC
events, the time series of the ground strokes is also shown.
The resulting IC fraction FIC mainly varies between 0.6 and
0.8 which is close to the example from Southern Germany as
shown in Fig. 26.
During the starting phase of the thunderstorm activity on 3
July 2006 the cells developed close to the center of the observation area of LINET as well as close to the French Ronsard
polarimetric radar which was installed at Kopargo NNW of
the central LINET station at Djougou (see Fig. 20). Two major storms can be noted in Fig. 20 a at close distance to the
radar. This snapshot shows the evolution during maximum
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. (a) Time series of total (IC+CG) and CG stroke number and IC/Total stroke fraction on 3 July 2006 in the inner area (I) as shown in
Fig. 14. (b) Vertical distribution of stroke numbers for the same events as in (a).

(a)

lightning activity in the inner observation area corresponding
to the time series shown in Fig. 19. The ground flashes are
grouped according to the two major precipitation centers of
this southern cell complex. The lightning observations from
a 1-min (horizontal section) and 4-min (vertical section) time
window centered around the radar scanning time are superimposed. The major cell is located WSW of the radar at that
time and is moving towards WNW as is also indicated by
the lightning track in Fig. 18. IC strokes are observed in
good agreement with the major reflectivity center aloft between 6 and 13 km height. The vertical distribution covers
a relatively larger height interval in accordance with the distribution of radar reflectivity. The error bars for the stroke
location are also indicated on the plot. The mean horizontal
CG location error is around 100 m, mean IC error is 700 m
in the horizontal and 4.5 km in the vertical dimension.
2.4

(b)

Fig. 20. (a) Horizontal (1 km AGL) and (b) vertical section (9.72◦
latitude) of Ronsard radar reflectivity through major storm cells on
3 July 2006 at 15:47 UTC and position of IC (red) and CG (green)
strokes with error bars during a 1 min (horizontal section) and 4 min
(vertical section) time interval around the radar scans (strokes in the
vertical section from a 4 km wide slice).

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

The network in S-Germany 2005

After the return from Brazil the lightning network was installed in Southern Germany from June 2005 to August 2005
around the DLR polarimetric radar POLDIRAD in the Munich area. The idea was to substantially increase the existing
station density of the LMU/NowCast network to achieve a
local network base line in the order of 20–30 km. The location of the stations operating in the combined network of
2005 are shown in Fig. 21. The performance of the system
especially with respect to the detection of IC signals has been
discussed together with some application examples in Betz et
al. (2007, 2008). It could be shown that within the dense part
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Table 4. The different areas of analysis used in S-Germany.
Area

Description

Size

A

Overall area of analysis

9◦ ×6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:
120 km around stations
2.4◦ ×1.6◦
Longitude:
Latitude:

D
I

CG-IC discrimination area
Inner area of analysis

6.5◦ to 15.5◦
46.0◦ to 52.0◦

10.3◦ to 12.7◦
48.3◦ to 49.9◦

and the resulting discrimination boundary (D). The overall
box area (A) is chosen of comparable size to the tropical
areas, with increased range of longitudes according to the
northerly geographical location centered around 49◦ N in latitude.

Fig. 21. Lightning stations of the DLR/LINET completing the
LMU/nowcast network in Southern Germany during summer of
2005. Blue squares indicate station subset selected for analysis.
IC-CG discrimination can be performed within 120 km radial distance around each station as indicated by the circular segments circumscribing the discrimination area (D). Data quality is best in the
inner analysis square area (I).

of the network the measurement of estimated peak current as
low as 1 kA was possible. High stroke rates were found at
amplitudes lower than those found for the coarser network.
In the context of the present paper we are interested in a
comparison of the lightning characteristics in the different
geographical regions of the world. Therefore, in the following we discuss measurements from a reduced network configuration using only a subset of 6 stations in order to ensure
comparability of the results with those of the tropical networks. The detection thresholds were the same as for the
tropical stations. Figure 21 shows this subset (blue squares)
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/

Figure 22 shows (a) the network sensitivity for strokes of
different strengths and (b) the summary of the regional distribution of strokes with peak currents larger than 10 kA. The
sensitivity, as derived experimentally from all the observation during the 5-month period, is rather similar to the pattern found for the other regions. Thus we can apply the same
analysis method, especially using the same threshold for the
regional statistics shown in Fig. 22b. The result shows qualitative good agreement with earlier statistics performed by
Finke and Hauf (1996). Due to the elevated terrain of the
Black Forest and the Swabian Alb, the SW part of Germany
is a region of high lightning occurrence. This turns out to be
a rather robust feature appearing even in relatively short term
statistics as the one-season record used here. As also noticed by Finke and Hauf (1996), the other characteristics may
be of more fluctuating nature being subject to a higher yearto-year variability depending on other forcing mechanisms
like frontal passages or squall lines. In general, the higher
mountains of the central Alps (inner Alpine dry area) in the
south tend to show less lightning events. This was also documented by a 10-year statistics from the Austrian lightning
network ALDIS shown by Schulz et al. (2005). Increased
lightning activity is often found in the Alpine Foreland along
the northern fringes of the Alps.
The lightning activity for the convective season May–
September 2005 in southern Germany is shown in Fig. 23.
The “ALL” category includes IC, CG and the non-classified
strokes UK (unknown) for the large area (A). On the other
hand, IC, CG, and the IC fraction FIC refer to the inner area
(I). The seasonal variation of lightning with rising (decaying)
activity in May (September) and maximum development during July can be noted. There is appreciable scatter in the
time series with an average period of 6 days between the
activity maxima. This feature is due to the synoptic scale
variability characterized by a change of unstable and stable
air masses mostly in connection with troughs and ridges of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 22. (a) Detection area for strokes smaller than the indicated amplitude values and (b) stroke statistics for events exceeding 10 kA in
amplitude from all stroke types during all experimental days from the period 1 May till 30 September 2005 in S-Germany.
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Fig. 23. Daily number of strokes during the experimental period from May to September 2005 in S-Germany as inferred from LINET
measurements. CG and IC strokes from the inner area (I) are shown while the “ALL” data are observed within the wide box area (A). Red
dots indicate the “core” data set as selected for detailed analysis with six stations being operative.

the Rossby wave activity in the mid-latitudes. As the IC-CG
discrimination was only done in the inner area (I) we find
many gaps in the data which are due to lacking thunderstorm
activity in that region. We find a similar seasonal development as for the overall activity. The average IC-fraction is
0.69. Interestingly, we also find a slight seasonal variation
of the IC-fraction with a trend to dominating CG strokes in
the beginning and the end of the convective season. This
corresponds to the smaller and less deep thunderstorms during these months with charge centers closer to the ground
and thus producing an increased fraction of ground strokes.
A detailed analysis of the stroke parameters has been performed with the set of “core data” marked by the red dots in
Fig. 23. These are those days with best quality data from the
inner area of the network.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

In the following we will discuss a typical example of
a European summer time convective development leading
to widespread lightning activity. The strongest convective
events are frequently connected to unstable air masses ahead
of cold fronts as part of a pre-frontal convergence line leading
to the formation of squall lines or convective complexes (e.g.
Kaltenböck, 2004). Such a development also occurred on
4 July 2005 in connection with south-westerly winds at midlevels and a low level easterly flow thus leading to favourable
conditions for convective line formation.
As an example of the lightning history in S-Germany
Fig. 24 shows the lightning summary for 4 July 2005. The
lightning activity occurs between around 11:00 UTC and
17:00 UTC. The convective pattern clearly indicates storm
tracks oriented SW–NE. This feature is typically observed in
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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(a)

Fig. 24. Evolution of lightning activity in Southern Germany measured by LINET on 4 July 2005. Stroke locations for all types
are shown in the Lat/Lon panel while the vertical sections show IC
strokes only. Black square indicates radar PPI section of Fig. 25a.

deep convection at mid-latitudes when high wind speeds are
present aloft in connection with a south-westerly jet stream
ahead of a low pressure system approaching from the west.
We also note a broadening of the storm front which happened
in connection with the formation of a squall line.
A snapshot during the most intense phase of the convective
development is shown in Fig. 25a. The POLDIRAD (polarization diversity radar of DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen) image
of radar reflectivity at 3◦ elevation (around 4 km height at
the cell cores) shows two intense convective cells with maximum reflectivity of around 60 dBZ. The polarimetric data
also indicate hail reaching the ground in both cells which is
also supported by the vertical section in Fig. 25b through the
center of the southern storm. Lightning locations for the CG
and IC strokes are superimposed on the radar image. Thus,
seen from the top, we note an overall coincidence of lightning
and precipitation patterns with a slight tendency of lightning
being present in the older storm parts on the western side of
each system and less frequent in the younger cells to the east
of the storms. This is also supported by the vertical section
in Fig. 25b.
Peaks of the stroke activity extend basically up to 14 km
height which is the maximum radar-observed height of the
overshooting storm towers. This is demonstrated by a
POLDIRAD vertical cross section (radar located at 600 m altitude) of radar reflectivity (see Fig. 25b) taken at 14:28 UTC
through the core of the most active cell (southernmost major storm track in Fig. 24, see black box). While the lightwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/

(b)

Fig. 25. (a) “Horizontal” (PPI at 3◦ elevation) and (b) vertical section (at 298◦ azimuth) of POLDIRAD radar reflectivity through major storm cell on 4 July 2005 at 14:33 UTC (PPI) and 14:28 UTC
(RHI) and position of IC (red) and CG (green) strokes with position error bars during a 6 min time interval around the radar scans
(strokes in the RHI from a 4 km wide slice). Only IC with vertical
location error smaller than 3.5 km are shown.

ning overview in Fig. 24 contains all IC strokes, the radar
section in Fig. 25b only considers those having vertical location errors smaller than 3.5 km. Most of these IC stroke
locations are found within the upper part of the storm’s core
in a region containing graupel or ice-particles (inferred from
polarimetric parameters not shown here). The main updraft
and hail core (reflectivity up to 60 dBZ) tends to contain less
lightning. It extends up to 14 km altitude, thus indicating a
high-speed updraft resulting in a cloud top overshooting of
around 2–3 km above adjacent anvil level (12 km).
Error bars indicating the horizontal and vertical position
errors for each stroke are also plotted in Fig. 25. In the plotting area mean CG location errors range between 100 and
140 m. For IC the mean horizontal error is around 300 m
whereas the mean vertical error amounts to 3.2 km for all
strokes in the area.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 26. (a) Time series of IC and CG stroke number per minute and IC/Total stroke fraction on 4 July 05 in the discrimination area (D) as
shown in Fig. 21. (b) Vertical distribution of stroke numbers for the same events as in (a).

Similar results of the vertical distribution of VLF sources
within a thunderstorm were reported by Shao et al. (2006)
using the Los Alamos Sferic Array (LASA) in Florida. Instead of the magnetic flux, as is the case for the LINET sensors, LASA uses electric field change sensors. Vertical information on VLF source height can be obtained for narrow
bipolar events (NBEs) only, whereas LINET does infer vertical information for all types of ICs. Both systems detect the
majority of the VLF sources within the active storm regions
preferably at the top of its convective turrets.
Figure 26 shows different time series of IC and CG events
in the discrimination area (D). The sudden rise of activity
at around 13:00 UTC is due to the thunderstorms entering
the area from the SW. The IC fraction is varying approximately between 0.6 and 0.8, thus slightly lower than observed in Brazil. Typically the IC activity extends between
5 and 14 km, the maximum IC stroke density occurring at
about 8 km.

3

Comparison of the different lightning regimes

The LINET observations as described in the previous paragraph have been performed in quite different climatic
regimes. These cover sub-tropical to tropical Brazil, Northern Australia with it’s tropical convection of maritime
and continental characteristics, the monsoon system of
West-Africa (continental type) and a mid-latitude area (SGermany). Thus it is interesting to look for the basic overall
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

characteristics in these regimes and their differences. Moreover, one can infer some conclusions on the role of the stroke
characteristics for the lightning NOx production in the different regions.
3.1

General characteristics

The general characteristics of the lightning occurrence in
the regions studied here show high intra-seasonal variability. Figure 27 summarizes the main results discussed above
for the total number of strokes with peak currents >10 kA in
the large observation area A in each of the regions. These
areas are about the same size. Moreover, the network configurations are similar to each other leading to about the same
sensitivity for stroke detection. In order to exclude effects
of non-central occurrence of thunderstorms (highest sensitivity) in a possibly not large enough sample of data we restrict
this comparison to stroke peak currents larger than 10 kA. A
check against all available data (not shown here) has demonstrated that this does not change the results qualitatively. In
order to compare the levels of lightning intensity and especially the days with maximum activity, the results are shown
in terms of stroke numbers during days since start of the operations for each region instead of e.g. distribution functions.
The 40-days period of observations in Brazil is rather short
compared to the other periods but, nevertheless, is covering
different convective conditions.
The trend lines show a kind of general level being characteristic for convection in all regions of about 8000 strokes
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Table 5. Number of observation days strongly electrically active
(more than 40000 strokes >10 kA in the A-area).
Region
N-Australia
S-Germany
Benin
Brazil

No. days with strong
lightning activity
11
3
2
1

per day in the A-area. This corresponds typically to the
months of maximum summer time convective activity in
mid-latitudes (S-Germany), the minimum activity during the
Australian monsoon season, a plateau shaped long term feature in Benin and a kind of mean activity in Brazil. On average, the Australian storms produce the highest daily stroke
rates which are a factor of 3 above this overall mean. Responsible for that are the heavy and frequently occurring storms
during monsoon build-up and break periods. A similar effect
is in action in W-Africa at the monsoon onset, but the very
first phase was not covered by the measurements. Thus the
lightning activity is enhanced for only a factor of 2 during the
period of observations. A similarly large increase in activity
was observed in Brazil at the end of the observation period
under the influence of unstable tropical air masses north of
the SACZ.
We have to keep in mind that the average trends are influenced by the large variability of the thunderstorm occurrence in the different regions and it is rather instructive to
look at the peak values. In S-Germany the activity gaps may
be relatively large as there might be several inactive days in
between the active thunderstorm days thus causing lower average trends. The individual thunderstorm days (during peak
storm season) have rather high stroke rates and indeed, the
maximum of all daily stroke numbers was observed in SGermany on 21 July 2005. This absolute maximum is even
more pronounced when all stroke events including peak current values smaller than 10 kA are included. If we define a
category of strongly active days as those where stroke numbers (>10 kA in area A) exceed 40 000 we find from Fig. 27
the number of events as shown in Table 5. Strong lightning
activity can occur in all regions within the same range of
stroke number per day and area. The mid-latitude convection
produces lightning as effective as strong tropical convection,
occasionally exceeding the tropical storms. The frequency
of heavy lightning in terms of days of occurrence is of comparable order for all regions of observations, except for the
N-Australian region where strong lightning activity happens
much more frequent and on a more regular basis during monsoon build-up and break phases than in all other regions. The
relatively low number for Brazil is partly due to the low number of observation days.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Stroke characteristics and conceptual model

Stroke peak currents can be inferred from the LINET measurements for all types of positive or negative CG or IC
events. This is of special interest for the assessment of lightning NOx production as Wang et al. (1998) demonstrated that
the peak current of a discharge is an appropriate scaling factor for estimates of total global NO production.
First we look at the total characteristics of positive and
negative CG and IC strokes for each region separately. The
stroke peak current characteristics for the different areas are
shown in Fig. 28. CG and IC stroke numbers relative to the
total stroke number for the respective area are shown as a
function of peak current. For each region some basic statistics are given: the IC fraction FIC as defined before in Eq. (1)
and the IC and CG ratios R defined as the ratio of positive
and negative strokes N of the respective category
RIC = NIC+ /NIC−

(4)

RCG = NCG+ /NCG−

(5)

The stroke frequency distributions discussed in the following have been calculated on the basis of the “core” observational days with data collected from the inner areas of each
observational region with all six stations operating. These
days have been highlighted by the red dots in the respective overview plots of each region (Figs. 4, 10, 16 and 23).
As demonstration of the day-to-day variability of the stroke
frequency distribution “error” bars are indicated in Fig. 28
which are calculated as standard deviation of the daily distributions (percentage curves for each day). Thus they originate from samples of different size but are thought to be indicative of the storm environmental conditions prevailing on
the specific days. One notes that the mid-latitudinal distributions from S-Germany exhibit the largest degree of variability whereas in the tropical regions there is much less day-today change in these conditions.
From Fig. 28 we note the dependence of the stroke numbers on peak current. All functions represent relative stroke
numbers calculated with respect to the total number of
(CG+IC) strokes from the respective area. Thus, given the
same number of strokes for a region, the results show the
percentages of strokes to be expected in a given peak current interval of 1 kA. The data from Brazil and Australia
show the largest differences between the IC and CG numbers
whereas for the German and Benin data the CG components
contribute a larger fraction to the total stroke numbers. This
behaviour is reflected by the overall (from all core data of
the respective region) stroke fractions of 0.83 (Brazil), 0.82
(Australia), 0.69 (S-Germany) and 0.64 (Benin).
The distributions peak close to 3 kA, in most regions
slightly below that value with the exception of the Australian
strokes which peak at slightly higher values. These characteristics are found for both types of strokes, IC and CG.
LINET with the chosen sensor configuration is much more
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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Fig. 27. Daily total stroke numbers with peak current > 10 kA in the overall area A for the different regions of observation as a function of
the number of observation days. Also shown are the 3rd order polynomial trends of the time series.
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Fig. 28. Number of CG and IC strokes relative to the total number of strokes CG+IC in the respective inner observation region (I) as a
function of peak current for (a) S-Germany, (b) Brazil, (c) Benin, (d) N-Australia.

efficient than most other networks. This has been referenced in many papers about LINET (e.g. Betz et al., 2007,
2009). Thus much smaller amplitude strokes can be detected
as compared to other networks and, consequently, mean amAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

plitude values are smaller. The weak positive CG strokes are
thought to represent the involvement of the lower positive
charge center in the discharge process. The positive CG are
relatively abundant only for weak amplitudes. Above some
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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Fig. 30. Vertical profiles of the IC stroke frequencies relative to the
total IC strokes observed in the respective inner area. Data base
was restricted to stroke height accuracy of better than 30% on those
observation days suitable for IC/CG discrimination (‘core’ data) as
indicated in the daily overview plots for each area.
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Fig. 29. Number of CG (a) and IC (b) strokes relative to the total CG and IC number, respectively, in the respective region as a
function of peak current.

15 kA we do not find differences to other networks, provided
these are sufficiently sensitive in the range 10–15 kA. This
holds for all stroke types (CG-, CG+, IC-, IC+).
There is a general trend for the positive IC peak to dominate the negative one, most pronounced for Brazil and least
for Germany where the peak values are similar for IC- and
IC+ components. The positive IC peak tends to be associated with a more narrow IC+ distribution and a broader ICpart extending into the very negative end of the spectrum as
shown more clearly in Fig. 29. The large IC+ peak leads
to RIC ratios larger than one, except for the German data
showing dominant negative IC- contributions from the low
peak current end of the spectrum. The ground strokes do not
show these characteristics, the RCG ratios are smaller than
one for all regions, thus indicating the dominance of the negative CG- part over the positive one.
Mean peak currents are also indicated in Fig. 28. The
strongest strokes for nearly all the different components are
found in the Australian data set. Especially the strong CGare noted here while the smallest mean CG- are found for
Benin. The differences in mean CG+ peak currents are less
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/

pronounced, Germany and Australia have slightly higher currents. The mean IC components from Benin are rather weak,
whereas the Australian and German cloud strokes are of
comparable high strength.
A comparison of the ground strokes for the different regions is presented in Fig. 29a. As just one type of strokes is
compared for different regions, the total number of CG (or
IC in part b) is used as a reference for normalization of the
graphs. Thus the comparison indicates what percentage of all
strokes of a special type can be expected to be measured in a
unit peak current interval. The Australian lightning is characterized by a larger number of strong negative CG strokes
compared to all other regions (in accordance with the mean
values discussed above). The negative end of the spectrum
dominates over the positive one which is much narrower in
all regions. The positive CG+ do not show that much differences among the regions as do the negative ones. We also
note the tendency of Australian lightning to produce a large
fraction of strong strokes and, on the other hand, the Benin
lightning to produce the lowest fraction of strong (negative
and positive) strokes.
The IC characteristics are basically more symmetric than
that of the CGs as shown in Fig. 29b. Again, the African
lightning components are smallest over a wide range of peak
currents, the positive IC part is more frequently found in the
Australian lightning compared to the other regions. In a following paragraph it will be shown how these characteristics
determine the NOx production.
In the general overview context of this paper we are
just looking at relative stroke numbers from a large number of thunderstorm days for comparison. Thus the vertical
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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distributions shown in Fig. 30 reflect the stroke numbers at a
given height interval relative to the total number observed
in the respective inner observational area on the selected
days suitable for IC/CG discrimination (“core” days). Consequently, high relative peak stroke frequencies imply a narrow
vertical profile in the normalized graph as can be noted from
Fig. 30. Many strokes (high maximum) at the height of the
maximum imply fewer strokes at the other levels as the integral in supposed to amount to 100%. The mid-latitude case
from Germany has the highest relative stroke frequency and
a relative narrow vertical profile with mean stroke height at
8.5 km (see Table 6).
Due to the higher vertical extent of convection connected
to the higher tropopause height in the tropical regions we
find peak frequencies at higher altitude in the tropics. The
characteristics for Brazil and Benin are rather similar to each
other with respect to the IC stroke profiles resulting in mean
heights close to 11 km. The Australian strokes peak a little
higher up at 12.2 km altitude.
A summary of the mean stroke properties in the different regions is shown in Table 6. As already outlined above,
the IC fraction is relatively low for the measurements in
Germany and Benin, thus the highest percentage of ground
strokes is found here. For the overview purposes of the
present study we do not group the strokes into flashes. In
principle, a ground flash may consist of multiple ground
strokes either using the same channel or having different
strike points at the ground, and additionally some IC strokes
being part of the complete flash. We have to keep in mind
this possible complexity when interpreting the numbers in
Table 6. What can be inferred from Table 6 is that no simple
relationship between the mean IC heights and the IC fraction
exists. Regional differences of the convection seem to dominate and elevated IC strokes can be associated with both, low
(W-Africa) and high (Brazil, N-Australia) IC fraction.
As discussed in the case study examples in the previous
section, the errors in vertical position may be relatively large.
This also implies that an overlap of the vertical distributions
for positive and negative strokes is to be expected. On the
other hand, when restricting the data further (see Fig. 31) to
those having highest vertical accuracy (vertical error smaller
than 3 km) and strong amplitude (larger than 5 kA) some conclusions about the typical vertical charge distributions in the
clouds can be drawn.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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Table 6. Comparison of mean IC stroke properties.
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Fig. 31. Vertical profiles of the IC+ and IC- and total stroke frequencies relative to the total IC stroke number observed in the respective
inner area. Data base was restricted to stroke height accuracy of
better than 3 km and peak currents larger than 5 kA on those observation days suitable for IC/CG discrimination (‘core’ data) as
indicated in the daily overview plots for each area.

The general picture concluded here is based on all (selected) stroke measurements regardless of any information of
individual thunderstorm development or environmental conditions prevailing on a specific day. This could introduce another source of vertical position uncertainty contributing to
those positive/negative overlap structures. Nevertheless, the
overall data sets from each region allow for concluding some
general characteristics of the typical charge distributions as
illustrated schematically in Fig. 32.
From Fig. 31 we note that the maxima of the IC+ and ICcomponents are found at different heights. The general feature is a lower negative maximum and an upper positive one.
This is what would be expected from a basic tri-polar charge
distribution in the thunderstorm (see e.g. Rakov and Uman,
2003) composed of a negative charge center in the middle
and a lower and upper positive center. Negative strokes are
supposed to transfer charge between an upper negative and
a lower positive charge center whereas positive strokes are
due to opposite charge configuration. We note that the separation distance of the stroke maxima is larger in Benin and
Australia as compared to the German and Brazil data sets.
The picture of charge distributions can be completed by the
ground strokes of different polarity where negative CGs are
thought to connect the negative charge center aloft with the
ground and positive CGs might either involve the upper or
lower positive charge center in the cloud.
The deepest convective clouds can be expected in NAustralia preferably during the build-up and break phase of
the monsoon. All inferred charge centers are located relatively high up in the clouds so that the distances between
the intra-cloud charge centers and those to the ground are
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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the assessment of global LNOx production. As peak current
of the strokes can be inferred from the LINET measurements
the Wang et al. formulation will be used in the following
for an inter-comparison of the NOx production for the different regions. The NO production per unit spark length can be
written as
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Fig. 32. Schematic view of the inferred cloud structures and charge
centres for the different observation regions.

relatively large. This is in accordance with the large mean
peak currents of IC and CG strokes. In Benin and Brazil we
found a relatively large number of small peak current CG+,
thus indicating a somewhat lower positive charge center. Especially in Brazil many small-amplitude IC+ were found indicating small separation distances of the upper charge centers. The general picture of cloud structure can be completed
by information from typical soundings (not shown here) from
the different regions. These suggest a rather low cloud base
close to 1 km height in the Darwin area due to a very humid
boundary layer. The other areas are characterized by a more
or less continental boundary layer with highest cloud base to
be expected in S-Germany at around 2 km height. Brazil and
Benin are in between these extremes.
3.3
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Implications for lightning NOx production

The production of NOx by lightning has been in the focus
of the field projects with LINET involvement as described in
this paper. In the context of this summary we will present
some implications drawn from the measurements described
above. More detailed assessments of global NOx production
are beyond the scope of the present summary as the aim is
just to discuss the lightning measurements. A detailed description of the present state of knowledge on the assessment
of NOx production from lightning can be found in Schumann
and Huntrieser (2007).
For a discussion of some implications on lightning NOx
production from the present measurements we make use of
the findings by Wang et al. (1998) from laboratory experiments. They tried to keep the experimental conditions as
close as possible to atmospheric conditions under which natural flashes occur. The sparks produced resembled natural
discharges in current waveform and amplitude and were investigated under different atmospheric pressure corresponding to heights up to 8 km. They state that NO production as a
function of peak current is a useful estimator to be applied to
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/

(6)

where nNO is the number of NO molecules produced per
meter of spark length (in 1021 molecules NO m−1 ), I is
peak current amplitude in kA, and a, b, and c are constants
(a = 0.14, b = 0.026, c = 0.0025). For the following calculations we assume that the range of applicability of Eq. (6)
can be extended outside the range (6<I<30 kA) originally
tested by Wang et al. (1998) in order to cover also smaller
and larger values measured. We think that we can extrapolate the quadratic dependence claimed by Wang et al. (1998)
because our peak current data show quite rapidly decreasing
number frequencies towards larger amplitudes which would
limit any errors due to this uncertainty.
By using Eq. (6) we can directly compute the stroke relative NO production rates from the distributions of the stroke
numbers shown in Fig. 28. As a reference for normalization
the total stroke numbers NCG + NIC observed in each region
are used for the comparison shown in Fig. 33. Therefore, we
can compare the relative importance of CG and IC strokes in
the different regions. For demonstrating the net effect, the integrated values (from −400 kA up to the actual peak current)
of NO production are shown additionally. The rate of change
(increase) of the accumulated graphs does demonstrate the
contribution from the respective categories. Moreover, we
directly see the contributions from the overall negative and
positive stroke population by comparing the values from the
accumulated curves at zero and +200 kA peak power, the latter also representing total NO accumulation from all strokes
(contributions from rare larger amplitude strokes not changing this result substantially).
As the present data set does not represent a complete convective season in each of the regions (e.g. the Brazilian data
just cover one month) we cannot compare absolute lightning
frequencies in this paper. Thus we do not relate the numbers for NOx production to a “global” data set of all measurements lumped together. Instead, we can compare the
NO yield from a stroke sample of equal number (say 100
strokes from each region) and unit length for each of the regions. The samples differ in their peak current distribution
and in the mean IC height observed for each region. Thus we
want to study the effects of different current distributions and
different IC and CG contributions on NO production, well
knowing that the effects of channel length and regional thunderstorm occurrence etc. remain unresolved here.
As the basis for the computation of NO production is the
normalized amplitude distribution (in %) for each region
separately (providing the number of strokes per amplitude
interval of 1 kA relative to the total stroke number of the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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representative sample of the core data) we compute the NO
yield per meter and kA interval of 100 strokes by multiplying by the Wang formula. Integrating this over all amplitudes
provides the total NO production per meter from 100 strokes
for each region, thus some kind of efficiency of the lightning activity for NO production resulting from differences in
stroke amplitudes and types (heights). These values from the
different regions can be compared directly.
The effect of the day-to-day variations of the stroke distributions as indicated in Fig. 28 is also demonstrated in Fig. 33
by the vertical “error” bars which also indicate for the integral graphs an error accumulation with increasing peak curAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

rent. The “error bars” were introduced as the integration
of the upper and lower bounds defined by the corresponding “error” curves given in the distribution functions. The
German and Benin data show the largest variability whereas
the Australian and Brazilian data produce much less scatter. These results also give an indication on the sensitivity
of assessments of global NOx production which are based
on measurements from one specific observation day where
airborne observations were performed during a field experiment.
Besides the dependence on peak current, NO production
also depends on air density. According to Wang et al. (1998)
the amount of NO produced reduces with decreasing atmospheric pressure. Compared to the conditions close to the
ground (say 2.5 km mean altitude for a CG), a rough estimate
from these results gives a factor of 2.2 less NO production at
12.2 km (mean stroke heights for Australia), a factor of 2.0
less at around 11 km for Brazil and Benin and a factor of 1.6
less at 8.5 km in Germany for a spark of the same magnitude. Thus, roughly speaking, the density effect alone makes
ground flashes up to twice as efficient NO-producers than
their intra-cloud counterparts of the same strength. These effects have also been taken into account in Fig. 33.
Regarding the German strokes we find relative large similarities between the CG and IC components leading to rather
similar magnitudes of the NO production and the integrals
for both components. The negative CG- and IC- strokes produce about the same amount of NO. In total, the contribution
of the positive strokes to the overall NO production is smaller
than that of the negative strokes. Among the positive strokes
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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the IC contribution is dominant thus leading to a slightly
larger total NO production from IC strokes as compared to
CG strokes.
In Brazil the negative amplitude CG- and IC- contribute
not too different amounts to the NO production as is even
more clearly the case for the German data. For the positive
part of the strokes we note the dominance of the IC+ over the
CG+ part resulting in a distinct IC surplus of NO production.
In contrast to this we find a CG- dominance over the ICcontributions in the African and Australian data. This is
mainly due to the relatively large number of CG- observed
here. For Benin the negative IC- play a minor role for the
NO from the total negative amplitude strokes while for Australia their contribution is more significant. In Benin there is
basically no difference in the contributions from the positive
components whereas in Australia we find a dominance of the
IC+ over the CG+ contributions leading to a slight surplus of
the total amounts of NO contributed by IC strokes over that
of the CGs. The latter tendency is not found for Benin where
in total the CG contributions are dominant.
Figure 34 summarizes the results obtained above for the
CG and IC components into an overall stroke relative NO
production. We note that about 2/3 of the final NO production is due to negative strokes. As the positive spectra tend
to be more narrow than the negative ones, we note a sharp
increase of the integrals at small positive peak currents (as
was also the case for the small negative currents) followed
by a much less pronounced increase at larger positive currents. For Brazil and Benin there is even a hold up of further increase in production rate due to the very small number
of positive strokes of large amplitude. The largest overall
NO production rates are found for Germany and N-Australia
at the end of integration. It is the effect of the IC emission height (air density) which lead to this relatively close
final result as the German emissions happen at the lowest
altitudes and the Australian ones at the highest altitudes as
found from the present results. Also the NO production for
Brazil and Benin are very close to each other and result in
a much smaller total production as compared to the German
and Australian values. Except for the high daily variability
in the German data, this trend seems to be representative for
any arbitrarily selected days as indicated by the error bars for
the tropical regions.
We note that the relative numbers discussed in this paper allow for a comparison of the lightning characteristics
in the different regions under the same conditions but do not
yet give the complete picture of the absolute NO production
rates. The actual NO production depends not only on the
stroke numbers, peak current or air density but also on the
lightning channel length, diameter or the phase of the discharge. Channel length or diameter cannot be inferred directly from the present measurements. The role of the different phases of a flash in lightning NOx production is still
far from being well understood. Thus for the purpose of the
present study we did confined ourselves to a comparison of
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/7795/2009/
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the lightning characteristics in the different regions relative
to each other.

4

Summary and conclusions

The present paper presents an overview of the lightning measurements obtained by the novel VLF lightning detection network LINET which have been performed recently in various
parts of the world. The system has been deployed in the
framework of different field campaigns with emphasize on
lightning NOx production. Besides the measurements performed in S-Germany the focus was on tropical lightning.
We have presented here a summary of the main results from
each region and a comparison of some characteristic features
especially with respect to lightning NOx production.
The regional and temporal distributions of lightning were
found to vary according to short range fluctuations of the order of a few days and to long term seasonal variability. This
was basically reflecting the monsoonal activity in NorthAustralia and West-Africa accompanied by the southward
(northward) progression of the monsoon trough and subsequent retreat towards the equator. During build-up and break
periods convection and lightning was most intense while especially the Australian active monsoon phase was characterized by a distinct lightning minimum due to the maritime
conditions. Even though the measurements in Brazil did only
cover slightly more than one month of convective season the
basic variability connected to the SACZ was well captured by
high activity in the tropical air masses changing to low activity in the drier air masses from the south. The mid-latitude
build-up and retreat of summer convection in southern Germany was also well captured by the lightning activity peaking in July. The regional distribution of lightning was found
to follow some well known convective initiation mechanisms
like terrain induced orographic forcing (especially for Germany and Brazil), land-sea breeze circulations (especially in
Australia) or the influence of major metropolitan areas (like
São Paulo).
The analysis of extreme cases showed that the heaviest
storms in terms of stroke numbers per day were found in Germany and in Australia, while regional lightning was somewhat less pronounced in Brazil and W-Africa. The frequency
of extreme days was by far largest in N-Australia due to the
heavy storms during monsoon build-up and break periods.
One of the characteristics of LINET is that it can discriminate between ground and cloud strokes and provide information of the emission height of a VLF radiation source even
though the complete lightning channel cannot be resolved
in detail. We could demonstrate that there are characteristic differences in emission height from the mid-latitudes
to the tropics. Maximum IC stroke rates varied from 8 (SGermany) to about 12 km height (Australia). On average,
the Brazilian and Benin data had some kind of intermediate
properties. The IC-fractions were found to be rather high in
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009
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Brazil and Australia whereas the German and Benin data indicate that ground strokes play a larger role in these areas.
The distribution of the strokes along peak current shows
some similarities for the different regions. There is a general trend for the positive IC peak to be the dominant one,
most pronounced for Brazil and least pronounced for Germany. In connection to this, the IC+ current distribution is
somewhat narrower than the IC- current distribution. This
broader negative distribution is even more pronounced in the
case of CG strokes. This leads to the large number of negative CG strokes at large negative peak currents, a feature
especially important for the NOx production arising from it.
In accordance with this broadening, all regions are characterized by a dominance of the negative ground stroke numbers over the positive ones except for amplitudes larger than
around 100 kA in the German cases.
Based on the Wang et al. (1998) model of NOx production from sparks a comparison of the NOx production efficiency of lightning was performed for the different regions
under investigation. Comparing the NO production from a
unit stroke length and taking into account the different emission heights for IC and CG strokes it turned out that the total LNOx production was most efficient for the N-Australian
thunderstorms closely followed by the S-German lightning.
The Brazil and Benin lightning was found to behave very
similar to each other in terms of total specific LNOx production which was found nearly a factor of two less efficient.
Looking at the contributions from IC and CG strokes the conclusions were different from those for the total contributions:
even though the Brazil and Benin strokes produced nearly
the same total NO amount, the major contribution in Brazil
was from IC strokes whereas in Benin it was due to the CG
strokes. Thus a similar total amount was not a result of similar lightning characteristics but rather resulted by chance. For
the German and Australian data the CG and IC contributions
to total NO production were of the same order.
As it was the aim of the present study to present an
overview of the LINET measurements performed on different continents we confined ourselves to a comparison of the
stroke properties and some implications with regard to lightning NOx production. This comparison was performed in a
relative sense. To conclude absolute numbers of NOx production from the lightning measurements alone is not possible in a direct approach as NO production from a flash depends on properties which cannot be provided by the LINET
measurements alone. Among these are the geometry of a
flash including length and diameter of the channel or the detection of different components responsible for NO production, the significance of which are not known very well. On
the other hand, the work of Wang et al. (1998) suggests that
stroke peak current might be a good indicator for lightning
NO production. Thus we think that the results obtained by
using the Wang results have some significance for NO production from storms within the regimes investigated in the
present study. Anyway, interpreting the lightning data in a
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 7795–7824, 2009

relative sense as followed here can be expected to provide
meaningful results of regime comparison in terms of lightning characteristics and, moreover, also in terms of NO production rates as far as stroke intensity is concerned.
An extended approach for concluding absolute LNOx production rates by making use of LINET measurements was
followed by Huntrieser et al. (2008) for storms observed during TROCCINOX in Brazil and some cases from Germany.
The lightning data were related to airborne NOx measurements thus serving as a scaling parameter for LNOx production. Using Wang et al. production rates (as applied in the
present study) and best estimates of other necessary parameters, like transport properties of NOx within the cloud into
the anvil where the measurements were performed, scaling
factors (effective stroke length) could be derived for relating LINET-observed peak currents to LNOx measured in the
anvil. From this study it was found that the effective lengths
needed to explain anvil LNOx were in the order of a few tens
of kilometers. The effective stroke length was found to be the
dominant factor for LNOx production, stroke peak current or
emission height were less significant parameters. Thus the
results of the present study are setting the base for further investigations of LNOx production especially in other regions
(N-Australia and W-Africa) than studied up to now.
For the purpose of the present paper we followed simply
a regional classification of lightning regimes. Thus, in order to compare characteristics of the different regions, we do
not go into details of different air masses as has been done
by Huntrieser et al. (2008) for some selected case studies
especially relating to the airborne measurements performed
during the different campaigns. So our present results represent regional characteristics including a mixture of different
convective conditions and storm types. The degree of dayto-day variability has been shown to be relatively large in the
German area whereas in the tropical regions investigated we
found less variations. On the other hand, the statistics obtained for the total areas or times are dominated by the most
significant events which might be happening only during a
few days and thus are typical for the prevailing conditions on
these days. A more detailed look at these air mass or storm
characteristics has to be left to future work.
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